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Junior
Heat
1
Jordan Cain starts heat 1 in
pole position. Lights go out
and there’s a driver stalled
on the grid. The full course
yellows go out and the
drivers are re-gridded.
Second time lucky the race
gets underway and Oliver
Flexen spins at turn 1. P5/P6

Heat 2
Heat 2 sees Ioan Evans start
in pole position ahead of
Oliver Flexen and James
Brown. It was a messy start
with all drivers creeping
forwards before the lights
went out. At the back, Jordan
Cain manages to overtake a
staggering 5 drivers in the

racers Oliver Aloul and
Nathan Smith collide at turn
8, dropping both down the
order. Newcomer Jake
Gresty manages to pass
Harry Eyre for P2. Jordan
opens up a considerable gap
to newcomer Gresty who has
a train of drivers behind him.
After the earlier spin, Oliver
first lap alone! Oliver Flexen
was determined to hold on to
P2, driving a superb
defensive line. A black flag
was issued to James Brown
for an ABC, which he duly
served in the sinbin. Jordan
now in P3, makes a move on
Nathan Smith to get himself

Aloul is shortly and swiftly
lapped by Jordan. The
chequered goes out and
Jordan wins by a staggering
12 seconds ahead of Gresty
and Harry Eyre.

up to P2. The chequered flag
is waved and it was a superb
win for Ioan, a well-controlled
drive throughout!. Jordan
nd
Cain finishes 2 after
starting from the back,
followed by Nathan Smith.

Heat 3
InKart newcomer Jake
Gresty started heat 3 in pole
position, followed by Jordan
Cain and Tyus Stevens. A
clean get away was made by
all, Jordan Cain immediately
pulled a move on Jake to get
himself out front. Harry Eyre
suffered a spin at the final

corner and lost a heap of
time to the pack in front.
Oliver Aloul was looking fast
in heat 3 and was
desperately trying to get past
Tyus, the first initial attempts
were plagued by contact,
however finally he was able
to perform a clean overtake

heading into the tunnel. After
losing the lead at the start
Jake Gresty was showing
some excellent defensive
driving skills, with the field in
a train behind him. It was
another dominant win from
Jordan, followed by Jake
Gresty and Oliver Aloul.

drivers In the very early
stages. There was a close
battle at the back until Jake
Gresty received a black flag
for an over ambitious move
on Tyus Stevens, this was
followed by another black
flag but for Oliver Flexen who
was a little too aggressive on

an overtaking manoeuvre on
Ioan Evans and forced him
wide at the final corner. A
well driven race by James
Brown saw him claim his first
win of round 2, followed by
the ever persistent Jordan
Cain and Nathan Smith.

Heat 4
Harry Knowles started heat 4
in pole position. A poor
getaway from Harry Knowles
saw him swallowed up by
James Brown and Nathan
Smith who were immediately
behind. Again Jordan Cain
made the most at the start
managing to clear several
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Junior
Junior Final
Jordan Cain started the final in pole position followed by Ioan Evans and newcomer Jake Gresty.
The lights went out and a clean start was made by all.
James Brown had an excellent start, managing to get himself past Nathan Smith and Jake Gresty
to get himself into the top 3. The leading karts were starting to pull a gap away from the rest of
the field. James was now on the back of Ioan Evans who was trying his hardest to defend from
James.
Nathan Smith, following James Brown also managed to dispose of Jake Gresty in the early
stages of the race, allowing him to join the leading pack up front. Jake wasn’t giving in easily
though, trying to place his kart in the correct the position to make a move but Nathan seemed to
have it covered.
A close battle at the back between Oliver Aloul and Oliver Flexen ended in disaster when Aloul
seemingly had a lapse in concentration and bumped Flexen out the way. A black flag was
awarded and a 10 second penalty shortly followed.
The feisty James Brown was all over Ioan Evans for P2, Jake Gresty and Nathan Smith were in
hot pursuit of Brown who seemed to be being held up by Ioan. Jake managed to get up to the
back of James and pull off a superb overtaking manoeuvre.
The black flag was shown to James, unfortunately ending his battle with Jake Gresty after a
mistake at the turn 8 hairpin saw James hit Jake’s rear quarter and send him into a spin. The spin
of Gresty and penalty of Brown allowed Nathan Smith to jump up to P3 and into the final podium
position.
The chequered flag was waved and Jordan Cain wins InKart round 2, followed by Ioan Evans and
Nathan Smith.

